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report of the state department of public
HEALTH AND THE BOARD OF SEWERAGE
SURVEY OF THE CITY OF GLOUCESTER
UPON SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN THE CITY OF
GLOUCESTER.

To the General Court:

Inaccordance with the provisions of Chapter 13 of the Resolves of the year 1924,
the State Department of Public Health and the Board of Sewerage Survey of the
citv of Gloucester, acting jointly, have investigated the question of sewerage and
sewage disposal for the city of Gloucesterand submit the following report.

The resolve is as follows:
Chapter 13, Resolves op 1924

Resolved, That the department of public health and the board of sewerage survey of the
city of Gloucester, acting jointly, are hereby authorized and directed to consider and formu-
late a plan for the disposal of sewage in the city of Gloucester, and for such purpose shall
prepare suitable plans and maps relative to such disposal, and consider the various methods
of sewage disposal available and the application of such methods to the said city. Said
department and board shall have access to all existing plans and specifications relative to
the sewage disposal of said city and may expend for engineering and other expenses such
sum, not exceeding four thousand dollars, as may be appropriated by the general court, the
same to be assessed upon the said city in addition to its share of the state tax. Said de-
partment and board shall report the results of their investigations, with drafts of any pro-
posed legislation, to the general court not later than the second Wednesday of January,
nineteen hundred and twenty-five, such report to include estimates of the cost of any system
of sewage disposal in said city as they may recommend.

Soon after the passage of the resolve, the joint board organized with Dr. Eugene
R. Kelley, Commissioner of Public Health, as chairman, Mr. Richard B. Fisher of
the Gloucester Board of Sewerage Survey as Vice Chairman, Mr. Frank D. Low
of the Gloucester Board of Sewerage Survey, as Secretary, these three with Mr.
James L. Tighe of the Public Health Council to act as Executive Committee, and
Messrs. X. H. Goodnough, Chief Engineer of the Department of Public Health,
ind John H. Griffin, City Engineer of Gloucester, as engineers.

The Joint Board has visited the city and has examined the region about it,
ncluding the harbor and other adjacent waters, with reference to the question of
•ewage disposal. There is no general system of sewerage in Gloucester, but many
Irakis have been constructed by the city, primarily for the removal of storm water
md ground drainage, which are used quite commonly for the disposal of domestic
Wage. Many property owners also have constructed private drains, the locations
if which are not in some cases very definitely known, which have house connec-
lons and, like the city drains, receive much domestic sewage. These drains,»th public and private, discharge directly into the tidal waters about the city
rom outlets located as a rule above mean low water whence the sewage spreads
■ver the adjacent shores. It does not appear to the Joint Board necessary, how-ver, to dwell upon the objectionable conditions due to the lack of proper sewerageacilities in this city. At some places, especially along the water front, serious
uisances exist which in the absence of a sewerage system it is impracticable to
'fwent, and these offensive conditions call for relief at the earliest possible time.The Joint Board has considered the various methods of sewage disposal in use
i the cities and towns of the State and their applicability to the conditions exist-

in Gloucester and its neighborhood. In inland cities and towns where theisposal of sewage into the sea or into a river of suitable size is impracticable,
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treatment works have been found necessary for the removal of objectionable
matters from the sewage before its final disposal. In cities and towns situatedalong the sea coast, however, a common method of sewage disposal is by dischargeinto the sea, and those sea outlets which are properly located in a tideway of ampledepth and volume are the most efficient and satisfactory of the sewage disposal
systems in use at the present time. It would, of course, be practicable to treat the
sewage of Gloucester on land by some of the well tried processes used in other
places for the removal of objectionable matters therefrom, and the effluent from
a well-designed and properly constructed sewage treatment works could be dis-
charged into the waters about the city at almost any point without danger of
creating a nuisance; but the cost of conveying the sewage of the city to a treatment
works in any acceptable location would probably be nearly as great as the cost of
conveying it to an outlet into the sea, provided a suitable outlet can be found
within reasonable distance. Furthermore, in the case of works for disposing of
the sewage on land, there must be added to the cost of collecting the sewage and
delivering it at the place of disposal a large additional item of expense for the
construction, maintenance and operation of the treatment works, while in the
case of disposal at sea no other outlay would be necessary than the cost of the
works for collecting the sewage and delivering it at the outlet selected.

At the outset of the investigations it was obvious that the discharge of the sewage
of Gloucester into the sea, provided a suitable outlet could be found within a
reasonable distance of the city, would be the most satisfactory and probably the
least expensive method that could be adopted under the circumstances, and the
investigations of the engineers were directed in the beginning to a study of the
tidal currents in the waters about the city in order to determine the practicability
of disposing of the sewage at sea at some suitable point. The results of their
investigations are given in detail in their report which is attached to and made a
part of this report.

Briefly, their observations show that it is practicable to dispose of the sewage of
Gloucester into the sea either by conveying it to an outlet in the outer part of the
harboror by diverting it in an easterly direction to an outlet in the neighborhood
of Bass Rocks. The observations of the tidal currents in Gloucester harbor by
means of floats show that inside of a line drawn across the harbor from 5 to j of
a mile inside the breakwater the harbor waters are not completely replaced at
each tide under ordinary conditions. If sewage were discharged into the harbor
within this line there would be a tendency towards its accumulation, especially
during low courses of tides, which would give the effect of the discharge of a greater
quantity of sewage than would actually be the case. Outside of the limit indi-
cated, the volume of water is ample for the prompt dilution of the sewage at all
times, and the observations and experience with other similar outlets show that
sewage discharged at an outlet in this region, where the depth would be at least
30 feet, could not be noticed in the water even in calm weather except within a
short distance from the outlet and would be thoroughly diffused by the tide and
carried to sea long before it could reach any neighboring shore.

The studies of the engineers show also that it is practicable to discharge the
sewage of the city off Bass Rocks on the northeasterly coast where the movement
of the tidal currents is such that if the sewage were discharged 1,800 feet ot more
southeast of Bass Rocks in a depth of at least 30 feet of water at low tide it would
undoubtedly be quickly dispersed in the water and would disappear long before it
could reach any of the neighboring shores.

The choice between these two points of discharge of the sewage depends chiefly
upon the question of cost, and the results of careful estimates of the cost of dis-
posal at either of the outlets show clearly that the expense required for disposing
of the sewage in the outer part of the harbor would be much less than in the case
of an outlet at Bass Rocks. . .

As a result of its investigations, the Joint Board recommends the collection of

the sewage of Gloucester by means of a main sewer to be constructed along the
water front from the neighborhood of Parker Street at the upper end of the inner
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harbor to a pumping station to be located near the easterly bank of the canal and
a short distance north of Western Avenue and that the sewage be disposed of by
pumping it to an outlet into the harbor a quarter of a mile or more off its south-
westerly shore, as described in the appended report of the engineers.

The estimated total cost of the works, including the main sewer, the pumping
station with all its appurtenances and the force main is in round numbers 1335,000,
arid the estimated annual cost of power, maintenanceand operation at the pumping
station in the earlier years is §8,500.

The plan provides for collecting all of the sewage likely to be discharged from
the city of Gloucester for many years in the future, and in the earlier years of its
operation the system will be of sufficient size to take a portion of the storm water,
especially the first wash of the streets at times of rain.
It is recommended that all of the dry-weather flow of the drains intercepted by

tlifc main sewer be taken into the system and that the excess of flow beyond the
capacity of the main sewer at times of storm be allowed to discharge at the present
oliilets. The overflow of storm water from these drains will not occur frequently
and will not create objectionable conditions in the neighborhood of the points of
discharge.

As new sewers are built and extended through the streets and districts of the
city it is recommended that they be built wholly on the separate plan and that all
storm water and ground drainage so far as practicable be excluded from the sewers.
The present drains can then be used for storm water only and can be rebuilt or
replaced as occasion may require.

The Joint Board, in compliance with the resolve, has prepared the general out-
lines of an act for carrying out its plans. A copy of this act is appended hereto.

Respectfully submitted,

EUGENE R. KELLEY, Chairman,
ROGER I. LEE,
RICHARD P. STRONG,
FRANCIS H. LALLY,
JAMES L. TIGHE,
WARREN C. JEWETT,
SYLVESTER RYAN,
RICHARD B. FISHER,
HENRY A. TARR,
FRANK D. LOW,
MAURICE F. FOLEY,
JOHN A. PERRY,
EDWIN C. McINTIRE,
THOMAS P. BOLGER,

Joint Board.
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November 14. 1924,

To the Joint Board on Sewage Disposal in the City of Gloucester.
Gentlemen: Herewith is submitted a report of the results of an investigation

upon the disposal of sewage in the city of Gloucester.

The city of Gloucester embraces the greater part of Cape Ann, the territory 1, of
the city extending for several miles along both its northerly and southerly shores.
The land area of the city is about 26 square miles. It is bisected by the Squaip
River, a tidal estuary with numerous arms which extends from the ocean on t[ie
north nearly to Gloucester harbor on the south, with which it is connected bjl a
canal. The more densely populated portions of the city lie along the northeiffl
shores of the harbor east of Squam River and extend around the upper end of the
inner harbor, so called, and for a considerable distance along the northwestern
shore of the rocky promontory known as Eastern Point which bounds the haM
on the east. This section of the city is known as East Gloucester, and a secondary
peninsula known as Rocky Neck extends into the harbor from the main peninsulk
and separates the inner from the outer harbor. Rocky Neck is a high granite
ridge, thickly built up with summer cottages, with a connection to the main pew
sula over a narrow' strip of land elevated but little above high water.

Towards the east the populated areas extend through a low valley nearly to the
ocean shore in the neighborhood of Bass Rocks wdiere there is a considerable and
growing settlement of summer cottages.

While the population of the city is chiefly concentrated in the region indicated,
there are several small villages along the shores of Squam River chiefly on its east-
erly side and along the seashore on the north within the limits of the city. There
is also a small settlement along the northwesterly side of the harbor near the canal,
and a considerable summer settlementat Magnolia near the extreme southerly end
of the city adjacent to the towm of Manchester.

Topography and Character op the Soil.
In the thickly settled parts of the city the land rises rather steeply from the sea

for J of a mile to ridges 50 to 75 feet above sea level with two marked hills, one
near the canal 125 feet in height and the other | a mile northwest of the upper
end of the inner harbor, which rises to a height of 150 feet. Between these heights
and lying north of the ridges sloping toward the sea there is a large area of com-
paratively level land w'hich drains naturally southwesterly to the harbor. Along
the westerly side of the thickly settled portion of the city the lands south of the
railroad slope gradually to the canal, while north of the railroad the land slopes
toward a tributary brook which enters Squam River from the east. Toward the
east a low valley with a tidal stream extends from the neighborhood of the shore
near Bass Rocks nearly to the upper end of the inner harbor, the divide between
this valley and the inner harbor being so low' that it is practicable without deep
excavation to construct a sewer sloping in either direction between the canal and
the ocean near Bass Rocks. Eastern Point is for the most part a ridge of grand*
with steep slopes to the water’s edge, both on the harbor and ocean sides, thesection
of the city known as East Gloucesterbeing situated on the slope tow'ard the harbor

REPORT OF THE ENGINEERS.
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near the inner end of the peninsula, which is the only portion of this promontory
in need of sewerage, the region toward the point being occupied at the present time
chiefly by large estates.

Population.

The population of the city increased quite steadily for many years previous to
1895, when it reached a total of 28,211. In later censuses the number of inhabit-
ants has steadily diminished and in 1920 amounted to 22,947. The population of
the city in census years since 1870 is shown in the following table:

15,389
16,764
19,329
21,703
24,651
28,211
26,121
26,011
24,398
24,478
22,947

1870
1875
1880
1885
1890
1895
1900
1905
1910
1915
1920

While the population as shown by census records has diminished in recent
years, the city has grown in popularity as a summer resort and there has been a
steady increase in the use of water due apparently very largely to the influx of
summer residents. The popularity of the city as a summer resort is likely to
continue and the tendency to decrease in permanent population in recent years,
due largely to changing business conditions, has very likely been reached. Judging
from experience with other similar cities an increase in population may be expected
in the future. For these reasons, in considering a plan of sewage disposal, it is
desirable to allow for a gradual increase in the quantity of sewage to be cared for
in the future, and this allowance has been based upon the following estimates of
future population:

1925 24.400
25.600
27.000
28.400
29,800
31,200
32.600
34.000
35.400

1930
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965

The villages along the Squam River and the shores of the sea pn the north arefor the most part small and need not be included in any general system of sewer-
age for the city at the present time, nor is the sewerage of these areas likely tobecome a serious problem in the future unless their growth becomes far greaterthan has been the case in the past. There is more need of sewerage in the villageof Magnolia perhaps than in any of the others, but as this village is quite remotefrom the main thickly settled portions of the city the disposal of its sewage when-ever sewerage becomes necessary is a separate problem.Aside from the populous districts near the harbor and the villages herein re-ferred to, large areas of the city are very sparsely populated and much of it, especiallym the westerly portion, is an uninhabited wilderness where are located the reservoirsfrom which the water supply of the city is obtained.

Present Sewerage and Objectionable Methods of Sewage Disposal.
The city of Gloucester has no general system of sewerage designed for the pur-pose, but numerous drains have been constructed, primarily to serve for theremovalsurface water, to which house drains have been connected, most of which carryre or less domestic sewage. These drains discharge generally to the nearest
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water course or directly into the harbor which they enter as a rule above mean lowwater, so that at certain stages of the tide the outlets are exposed, creating objec-tionable conditions at many points along the shore. Besides the public drainsthere are many private drains, the location of which is known only in a general
way, many of which have house connections and, like the city drains, dischargeusually into the harbor at the nearest available point. A large percentage ofthe population of the city is served by cesspools which, owing to the character ofthe soil and the great amount of ledge, are a constant expense for maintenance to
prevent themfrom becoming serious nuisances.

As a result of these conditions, it is impracticable to maintain satisfactory
sanitary conditions in a large -part, of the city, while along the water front the
sewer outlets are the source of serious nuisance. A single quotation from themost recent report of the Board of Health will serve to indicate the conditions;
“Docks and Flats about our water front receive sewage and filth which at low tide
leave offensive and, in hot weather, overwhelming odors. Vincent Cove is prob-
ably the worst of a chain of pestilential spots, ...” (Board of Health report
for 1923).

The report of the Board of Health does not exaggerate the conditions which in
some cases have involved litigation, and it appears unnecessary to go into further
detail to indicate the great need of sewerage for the maintenance of proper sanitary
conditions in the thickly populated portion of the city.

Quantity of Sewage.

In designing a system of sewerage for the city, it has been assumed that the
population will increase gradually about as shown in the table on page 7. It is
also important to allow for an increase in the population during the summer season
on account of the growth of Gloucester as a summer resort.

Besides the quantity of domestic sewage requiring disposal as indicated by the
population, it is necessary to allow in Gloucester as in other places for receiving
objectionable manufacturing wastes into the sewers. There are many industries
in the city, some of which produce a considerable quantity of foul manufacturing
wastes which create objectionable conditions when discharged into the harbor or
local water courses and which should be received into the sewers whenever a suit-
able system is available for the purpose. A careful examination of all of the
industries of the city indicates that at the present time the quantity of foul manu-
facturing wastes in a year of good business which should be cared for by the sewers
amounts to about 100,000 gallons per day which are discharged in such a way that
the maximum rate of flow amounts to about 275,000 gallons per day. It is of
course difficult to estimate what allowance should be made for manufacturing
waste in the future, but since the city has the benefit of one of the best harbors on
the Atlantic coast, it is not improbable that the industries may increase as time
goes on, and it seems prudent to provide for a considerable increase in wastes from
such sources in the construction of works for the disposal of the sewage of the city.
It is also necessary to provide a considerable allowance for leakage into the sewers
which is inevitable under the circumstances as in practically all other cities.

Bringing together the estimates, the following table indicates the quantity of
sewage likely to require disposal in the immediate future and the quantity which
it seems desirable to provide for 30 or 40 years hence, making allowance for a
slow but gradual growth of the city. The estimate also shows the probable man-
mum flows for which the sewers should be designed. It has been assumed m
making these estimates that as a new sewerage system is constructed and extended
through the city provision will be made for receiving domestic sewage and manu-
facturing wastes only into the sewers, since the present storm water drains w®
such additions as may be found necessary can then be used to care wholly for tte
removal of storm water and ground drainage.
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Estimated Flow Estimated Future
of Sewage in the Flow of Sewage 30
Beginning (1925). to 40 Years Hence.

Maximum Maximum
Average Rate of Average Rate of

Daily Flow Flow Daily Flow Flow
(Gallons). (Gallons (Gallons). (Gallons

per Day). per Day).
’ . t .

Domestic sewage ........
480,000 960,000 2,100,000 4,800,000

Manufacturing waste ....... 92,000 276,000 500,000 1,500,000
Leakage to system ........

320,000 400,000 1,000,000 1,500,000

Total 892,000 1,636,000 3,600,000 7,800,000

Methods of Sewage Disposal.

In designing a system of sewage disposal for the city of Gloucester attention was
first directed to the selection of a suitable method of disposing of the sewage.

In general two methods of sewage disposal are available under the circumstances
—one by filtration or other process of treatment of the sewage for the removal of
offensive matters therefrom and the other by discharging the sewage without
treatment directly into the sea at a suitably located outlet. The chief methods
in use for the treatment and purification of sewage at the present time are:

1. Intermittent filtration through sand.
2. Treatment in sedimentation tanks followed by filtration through filters of

broken stone.
3. Treatment by the so-called activated sludge process not yet extensively used.
Intermittent filtration is employed for the treatment of the sewage of many

cities and towns and is used in most of the cities and towns in Massachusetts
which now have sewage treatment works. With filters of adequate size properly
constructed and operated it would be practicable to purify the sewage of Gloucester
so thoroughly that the effluent from the filters could be discharged into the harbor
or even into the Squam River without danger of creating objectionable conditions.
Disposal of the sewage by intermittent filtration in the beginning would require
an area of 30 acres or more of filters composed of sand or gravel. At many of the
filtration areas in use in the State extensive areas have been found which have
been adapted to the purpose with comparatively little handling of the filtering
material. At other places filters have been built at a much larger cost with ma-
terial obtained from adjacent deposits of sand and gravel suited to the purpose.
In Gloucester, however, conditions are unfavorable for employing this form of
sewage disposal since there are no available areas of sufficient extent which con-
tain soil suitable for the purpose, and the construction of artificial filters with
material brought from the nearest available deposits of suitable material is out ofthe question on account of excessive cost.

It would, no doubt, be practicable to dispose of the sewage of Gloucester satis-
factorily by passing it through settling tanks and subsequently filtering it throughtackling filters of broken stone. The area required for this form of sewage treat-
ment would be comparatively small and a suitable location could probably beround within reasonable distance of the city from which the effluent could be dis-posed of without creating objectionable conditions. The cost of construction ofme necessary works, however, would be large, probably fully as great as the costoi works for discharging the sewage into the sea, while the annual cost of main-enance and operation would make this method of disposal by far the more expen-
sive plan to adopt.

Estimated Present and Future Flow of Sewage.
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Treatment of the sewage of Gloucester by the activated sludge method, socalled, is also possible since the area required would not be very extensive and a
location suited to the purpose could probably be found. The effluent from a
suitable works of this kind properly operated could also be discharged at almostany point along the shore without creating objectionable conditions. The works
would require extensive tanks of special construction, the cost of which would
be large, and in this case also there would be a large annual cost for maintenance
and operation of the works, including the cost of expert supervision. There is
no doubt that the disposal of sewage at sea, if a suitable outlet can be reached
within reasonable distance, would be much less expensive than disposal by this
means.

The method of disposing of sewage by discharging it untreated into the sea is in
use in a number of communities along the Massachusetts coast, these communities
ranging in size from a few thousand people, as in the case of the town of Man-
chester, to communities of half a million inhabitants, as in the Metropolitan districts
about Boston where from sixty to more than eighty million gallons of sewage per
day are discharged at a single outlet. An annual examination of these outlets by
the State Department of Public Health is required by law, together with a report
of the conditions about them and the effect of the disposal of sewage therefrom.
An experience of many years has shown that where sewage is discharged into
water 30 feet or more in depth at low tide, and where the volume of the tide is
adequate for its effective dilution, the presence of sewage in the water can be de-
tected only for short distances even by bacterial analysis, though an oily film known
as sleek may, in very calm weather, be traced over wider areas. A recent exami-
nation at the sewer outlet of NewBedford, where the sewage from a city of 120,000
inhabitants is discharged into the sea in 30 feet of water at low tide, shows that
the presence of sewage in the water was traceable by bacterial analysis only fora
distance of some 800 feet from the outlet even in the direction of the tide, while
the presence of sewage in the water was visible for a much less distance except for
the sleek which covered an area extending perhaps 600 feet from the outlet. The
outlet of New Bedford is 3,200 feet from the nearest shore and in a region where
the tidal range is about half that in the neighborhood of the city of Gloucester.

It early became obvious that the most advantageous plan of disposing of the
sewage of Gloucester would probably be to discharge it into the sea, provided a
suitable outlet could be found where the sewage would be thoroughly dispersed by
the tide without polluting any shore or creating any other objectionable condition,
and investigations of the tidal currents in the harbor and other waters adjacent
to the city were begun in midsummer.

Float Tests.
The city of Gloucester is so situated that the more favorable points for the

disposal of sewage seemed likely to be found either in Gloucester harbor or in the
open sea in the neighborhood of Bass Rocks. In view of the extensive shore front
of Gloucester other locations are of course possible but the points indicated ivere
obviously the more economical for the purpose in ease suitable conditions could
be found there. In making these investigations the methods followed were similar
to those used in investigations for other sewer outlets where subsequent experience
has proved that the information furnished by the floats was reliable. Floats of
different types were used, chiefly pieces of joist, 4 feet in length and 2" x 2 in
cross section, so weighted as to ride upright in the water with the top at the sur-
face. To each a staff and small flag were attached as a marker. The floats were
set off at various points selected as possible points of outlet and their position
determined every half hour generally by instrumental observations from adjacent
shores. In order to be sure that the floats were not being seriously affected by
the wind other floats were set off at the same time with nothing showingabove the
water and theirprogress also carefully noted. Floats'were set off at various points
in Gloucester harbor from the neighborhood of the canal to the breakwater under
varying weather conditions and at all stages of tide. The results disclosed several
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interesting facts of importance as affecting the disposal of sewage at an outlet at
any point in this region. At the upper end of the main harbor the water dis-
charges from the canal during the outgoing tide with sufficient velocity to cause
a visible current from § to f of a mile per hour but for a comparatively short dis-
tance only in the direction of Ten Pound Island. This is the only visible evidence
of any marked current in this harbor. The results of tests and calculations as to
the movement of the tide indicate that the water in the harbor is removed on each
tide as far up the harbor as a line drawn across it from § to f of a mile inside the
breakwater. Inside of this line the water is not completely replaced at each tide,
and if sewage were discharged into the harbor in this region its effect might be
cumulative to an increasing degree the nearer the outlet were placed to the upper
end of the harbor, giving the effect of the discharge of a quantity of sewage greater
than would actually be the case. The results indicate that it is not desirable that
a sewer outlet shouldbe located at any point in the harbor inside of a line running
approximately from the southern shore of Niles Pond on Eastern Point to the
radio towers in Fresh Water Cove. Outside of this line the movement of the
floats indicated that except at times of heavy storms with easterly winds the
direction taken by the sewage on the incoming tide would be toward the harbor
where it would be noticeable for less than 1,000 feet at any time, while on the
outgoing tide it would be carried to sea and dispersed within less than a quarter
of a mile. In this region the channel entering the harbor is so located that it
would be practicable to place a sewer outlet about a quarter of a mile off the head-
land south of Fresh Water Cove without danger that neighboring shores will be
polluted by objectionable matter from the sewage or affected by a noticeable odor
therefrom.

Disposal op the Sewage off Bass Rocks.
Since it appears to be practicable without serious difficulty to collect the sewage

of Gloucester at some point near the shore in the neighborhood of Bass Rocks,float experiments have been made to determine the movement of tides and cur-
rents on this part of the coast. These tests were made at various points and
under different conditions of wind and tides. The results in general indicate the
presence of the tidal eddy inside of Milk Island and Eastern Point which causes
currents along the shore which vary with the wind, and that if the sewage of the
city were discharged 1,800 feet or more southeast of Bass Rocks in a depth of at
least 30 feet of water at low tide, it would undoubtedly be dispersed in the sealong before it could reach any of the neighboring shores. An outlet into the seaoff Bass Rocks would be satisfactory even for a city of much greater size thanGloucester.

Advantages of Disposing of the Sewage in the Outer Harbor.
I.n '’iew of the fact that it is practicable to dispose of the sewage into the seasatisfactorily either in the outer part of the harbor or in the neighborhood of BassKocks, it becomes necessary to consider carefully the comparative advantages ofthese two plans.
If the outlet at Bass Rocks were to be selected, it would be practicable to con-s met a sewer beginning on the water front near the canal and extending in generali ong the northerly side of the harbor and through the low valley east of the harbor•o a pumping station not far from the shore, and thence pump the sewage through
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sewer would be needed involving a longer time for construction and making neces-
sary a much larger outlay before existing nuisances could be relieved.

Careful estimates show clearly that the cost of the works required for relievingthe serious nuisance which now exists on the harbor front and of providing sewer-
age for the portion of the city likely to require sewerage for a number of years inthe future would be much less by adopting the plan of the outlet in the outer harborwith a pumping station near the canal than would be the cost were the sewage tobe discharged into the sea near Bass Rocks.

Plan of Proposed Works.
As a result of a careful study of the whole problem, a practicable and satisfactory

plan for collecting and disposing of the sewage of Gloucester is to construct a main
sewer along the waterfront from the neighborhood of the upper end of the inner
harbor to a pumping station near the canal and to pump the sewage from that
point to an outlet into the harbor about a quarter of a mile off a point south of
Fresh Water Cove and about opposite Black Bass Point. A favorable location
for a pumping station is found near the easterly side of the canal about 200 feet
north of Western Avenue where a properly designed pumping station can be
located and operated without danger of causing offense in the neighborhood.

From the pumping station the main sewer would extend through Western Avenue
and across private land to Beach Court, thence through Beach Court and Rogers
Street to Pearce Street, and through Pearce Street to Main Street, thence through
Main Street to Vincent Street. From this point the sewer would pass southerly
through Vincent Street to a point about 300 feet from Main Street, where it would
turn to the east and pass through private land along the water front, returning to
Main Street about opposite Herrick Street and thence follow Main Street to
Parker Street, where it would receive the sewage of East Gloucester through sewers
in Parker and East Main streets on the south and from Bass Avenue on the east.
From this neighborhood a sewer could be extended through the low ground toward
the northeast and receive the sewage from summer settlements in the neighborhood
of Bass Rocks. The system could be further extended southerly, whenever desired,
along the Eastern Point peninsula to Rocky Neck and beyond.

The main sewer as planned will be capable of receiving by gravity the sewage
from all of the densely populated areas at present greatly in need of sewerage
within the limits of the city. A sewer can later be extended as occasion may re-
quire along the easterly shore of Squam River to serve the growing district north
of the railroad, though it is probable that a large area in this region could be served
at less expense for a number of years at least by pumping the sewage at a small
subsidiary pumping station into a main sewer in Maplewood Avenue. The pro-
posed system would serve also the populated areas west of the canal, whenever
sewers were needed in that region, by a sewer which would convey the sewage east-
erly to the pumping station at the canal.

From the pumping station up as far as Mansfield Street, a distance of IJ2O
feet, the sewer would have a diameter of 42 inches and a slope of 1 in 2,000.
At this point the sewage from the large area of the city including the region
about the railroad station would be received into the sewer, and above this con-
nection its size wouldbe reduced to 33 inches and by further gradual reductions to
22 inches in the neighborhood of Scott Street.

At the pumping station the sewage would be received into a pump well with its
bottom somewhat below the bottom of the main sewer. Centrifugal pumps ol
suitable pattern and operated electrically will be the most economical and satis-
factory equipment for this station under the circumstances. The sewage before
reaching the pumps would be passed through coarse screens designed only for tie
removal of large objects 'which might injure the pumps or tend to clog the force
main. The amount of material removed from the screens would
be exceedingly small and could be disposed of readily without difficulty or offense-

From this pumping station the sewage would be pumped through a force main

of cast iron 24 inches in diameter passing through the existing tunnel beneath tie
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canal and thence along Western Avenue to Stage Fort Park and along the shore
of the park to the beach at the northerly side of Fresh Water Cove, whence it
would be laid beneath the bottom of the harbor to the outlet, the total length of
the force main being about 1.4 miles.

Estimates of Cost.
The estimated cost of the works herein proposed, including pumps, pump well

and all equipment, force main, and a trunk sewer along the water front as far as
Parker Street, is given in the following table.

Estimated Total Cost
Cost. from Outlet

siB7' oo°Force main
Pumping station, pump well and all equipment
Main sewer:

Pumping station to Mansfield Street
Mansfield Street to Vincent Street

30,700 217,700
78,800 296,500

Vincent Street to Parker Street 38,100 334,600

The portion of this expense that it will be necessary to incur in the beginning
will depend upon the length of main sewer provided for. It will be necessary to
construct a pumping station and force main and provide the necessary equipment
for pumping the sewage in the beginning, the estimated cost of which as given
above is $187,000. By constructing also as a part of the initial undertaking the
main sewer only as far as Mansfield Street, the source of the serious nuisance on
Pavilion Beach at the present time could be practically eliminated, and if this
portion of the main were included, the initial cost of the works would be $217,700.
It is desirable, however, to construct the main sewer as soon as practicable far
enough along the water front to remove the serious nuisances which now exist
there, and that will mean the extension of the sewer in the earlier years as rapidly
as practicable at least to Parker Street near the upper end of the inner harbor, the
total cost of the works to that point being $334,600, as given in the table.

Connections with the Main Sewer.
As already indicated, there are practically no sewers existing in Gloucester atthe present time, but there are many storm water drains which carry greater or

less quantities of sewage. In order to relieve the nuisance along the water front,)t will be advisable to intercept such of these drains which convey considerable
quantities of sewage and divert their contents, after passing through small gritchambers, into the intercepting sewer. The intercepting sewer probably cannot,however, carry the entire flow of these storm water drains at times of rain or whensnow is melting rapidly, nor is it necessary that all the flow of such drains shouldbe intercepted under such conditions. Provision should be made, however, forreceiving into the main sewer all of the dry-weather flow of these drains, togetherwith a small quantity of storm water, to avoid overflows in every small storm orthaw. The excess of flow in the storm water drains above the capacity of themam sewer can be allowed to discharge into the harbor as at the present timewi.hout danger that objectionable conditions will result. This method of inter-cepting the dry-weather flow of combined sewers is a very common one and themost satisfactory that it is practicable to adopt under such circumstances. It ismost important, however, that as sewers are constructed in the city they shoulde designed to receive only domestic sewage and manufacturing wastes, leaving«ie storm water to be removed in the intercepting drains. When separation has

Estimated Cost of Main System.
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been effected in any of the districts and the discharge of sewage into the storm water
drains eliminated, the latter should be disconnected from the main sewer and
their contents allowed to discharge into the harbor or other water at some con-
venient point or points.

The situation of the city of Gloucester is such that the most economical and
satisfactory plan of disposing of its sewage will be to discharge it untreated into
the sea at some point where it will be quickly diffused in a large volume of water
before it can reach any neighboring shore.

Studies of the movements of the tides and currents in Gloucester harbor show
that a suitable outlet can be reached toward the outer end of the harbor a quarter
of a mile or more from shore off the headland near the southerly end of Fresh
Water Cove. Other suitable points for the discharge of the sewage can be found
in the waters adjacent to the city, especially in the neighborhood of Bass Rocks
on the outer coast, but an outlet into the outer harbor is likely to prove the most
economical that it is practicable to adopt.

The works required for conveying the sewage of the city to an outlet in the
outer part of the harbor will consist of an intercepting sewer laid along the water
front from the neighborhood of the upper end of the inner harbor to a pumping
station near the easterly side of the canal, from which the sewage wouldbepumped
through a force main laid along Western Avenue and across the park to the shore
near Fresh Water Goveand thence on the bottom of the sea to the proposed outlet,

The intercepting sewer can be built gradually, section by section, as desired,
and the drains through which sewage is now discharged along the water front can
be connected temporarily with the main sewer until such time as permanent
sewers have been constructed in tributary districts.

The main sewer can be extended to serve East Gloucester and the thickly settled
areas along Eastern Point, and can also be extended northeasterly to serve the
region about Bass Rocks whenever a sewerage system may be required in that
portion of the city. It will also be practicable by means of a tributary sewer
along the easterly side of the Squam River to collect the sewage from the westerly
portions of the city, unless it should be found more economical and satisfactory
to pump the sewage from the remoter parts of the areas draining toward the river
into sewers tributary to the main interceptor.

It is desirable in the construction of tributary sewers that the sewage be kept
separate from the storm water and ground drainage, since the latter can be dis-
charged into the harbor at any convenient point without objection, whereas the
admission of storm water to the main sewerage system will inevitably increase the
cost of pumping and maintenance. ,■

The surveys and investigations on which this report is based have been carried
on under the immediate direction of Mr. N. Leßoy Hammond assisted by Messrs,
Francis H. Kingsbury and Frank L. Flood.

Respectfully submitted,

Chief Engineer, State Department of Public Health.

JOHN H. GRIFFIN,
City Engineer, Cdoucester.

X. H. GOODNOUGH,

Summary.
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An Act authorizing the City of Gloucester to construct and operate a
System of Sewers and to borrow outside the Statutory Limit of In-
debtedness therefor.

Section 1. The city of Gloucester, through its board of sewerage survey, may
lay out, construct, maintain and operate a system or systems of main drains and
common sewers for a part or the whole of its territory, with such connections and
other works as may be required for a system of sewage disposal, and as may be
necessary for the proper and convenient discharge of the sewage of said city at
some point in Gloucester harbor or waters adjacent thereto, and, for the purpose
of providing better surface or other drainage, may make, lay and maintain such
drains as it deems best. Such system or systems may include one or more pumping
stations, one or more trunk sewers, outfall sewers, and other works essential to the
proper treatment of such sewage, and shall be substantially in accordance with
the recommendations and the plans contained in the report of the department of
public health and said board of sewerage survey, acting jointly, made to the Gen-
eral Court under the provisions of chapter 13 of the resolves of the year nineteen
hundred and twenty-four. Said city may, within its limits, make and maintain
sub-drains and, with the approval of said department of public health, may dis-
charge the water into any brook, stream, or ivater course within its limits.

Section 2. Said city may make and maintain within its limits in any way where
main drains or common sewers are constructed, such connecting drains, under-
drains and sewers within the limits of such way as may be necessary to connect
any estate which abuts upon such way.

Section 3. Said city may, by its board of sewerage survey, take by eminent
domain under chapter seventy-nine of the General Laws, or acquire by purchase
or otherwise, any lands, water rights, rights of way or easements, public or private,
in said city, necessary for accomplishing any purpose mentioned in this act, and
may construct such main drains and sewers under or over any bridge, railroad,railway, boulevard or other public way, or within the location of any railroad,
and may enter upon and dig up any private land, public way or railroad location,for the purpose of laying such drains and sewers and of maintaining and repairingthe same, and may do any other thing proper or necessary for the purposes of this
act; provided, that it shall not take in fee any land of a railroad corporation, and
that it shall not enter upon or construct any drain or sewer within the location ofany railroad corporation except at such time and in such manner as it may agree
upon with such corporation, or, in case of failure to agree, as may be approved bythe department of public utilities. Said city shall, in respect to all work done andstructures built in tide water below high-water mark under authority of this act,be subject to the provisioas of chapter ninety-one of the General Laws, so far asthe same are applicable.

Section 4. Any person injured in his property by any action of said city orof its municipal council or board of sewerage survey under this act may recoverdamages from said city under said chapter seventy-nine.
Section 5. No work shall be done or liability incurred under the authorityot this act except for investigations relating thereto until plans thereof have beenapproved by the department of public health. Such approval shall not he given
l ,hea™.g by said department, notice of the time and place ofinch shall be published in such newspaper or newspapers and at sucli time orunes as said department may deem proper; and said department after the hear-g may reject or approve said plans, or may modify and amend the same, and
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approve them as so modified and amended. No work shall be done or liabilityincurred under the authority of this act except for the construction and main-tenance of the sewerage system or sewers herein authorized and for investigations
relating thereto.

Section 6. The municipal council of said city shall determine what proportion
of the cost of said system or systems of sewerage and sewage disposal said city shall
pay; provided, that it shall pay not less than one fourth nor more than two thirdsof the whole cost. In providing for the payment of the remaining portion of thecost of said system or systems or for the use of said system or systems said city
may avail itself of any or all of the methods permitted by general law, and the
provisions of general law relative to the assessment, apportionment, division, re-assessment, abatement and collection of sewer assessments, to liens therefor andto interest thereon, shall apply to assessments made under this act.

Section 7. For the purpose of paying the expenses and liabilities incurredunder this act said city may borrow, from time to time, such sums as may be
necessary, not exceeding in the aggregate three hundred and fifty thousand dol-
lars, and may issue bonds or notes therefor, which shallbear on their face the words,
Gloucester Sewerage Loan, Act of 1925. Each authorized issue shall constitute
a separate loan, and such loans shall be payable in not more than thirty years
from their dates. Indebtedness incurred under this act shall be in excess of the
statutory limit, but shall, except as provided herein, be subject to chapter forty-
four of the General Laws, including the proviso inserted in section seven of said
chapter by chapter three hundred and thirty-eight of the acts of the year nineteen
hundred and twenty-three.

Section 8. The receipts from sewer assessments and from payments made in
lieu thereof shall be applied to the payment of charges and expenses incident to
the maintenance and operation of said system or systems of sewerage, or to the
extension thereof, to the payment of interest upon bonds or notes issued for sewer
purposes or to the payment or redemption of such bonds or notes.

Section 9. Said board of sewerage survey may annually appoint a clerk, and
may appoint a superintendent of sewers, who shall not be members of the board,
and may define their duties. It may remove the clerk or superintendent at its
pleasure.

Section 10. All contracts made by the said board of sewerage survey under
this act shall be made in the name of said city and shall be signed by a majority
of said board, but no contract shall be made or obligation incurred by said board
for any purpose in excess of the amount of money appropriated by the municipal
council of said city therefor.

Section 11. Said board of sewerage survey may from time to time prescribe
rules arid regulations for the connection of estates and buildings with main drains
and sewers, and for inspection of the materials, the construction, alteration and
use of all connections and drains entering into such main drains or sewers, and may
prescribe penalties, not exceeding twenty dollars, for each violation of any such
rule or regulation. Such rules and regulations shall be published at least once a

week for three successive weeks in some newspaper published in said city, and shall
not take effect until such publications have been made.

Section 12. This act shall take effect upon its acceptance by the municipal
council of said city in accordance with the provisions of its charter, provided that
such acceptance occurs prior to December thirty-one, nineteen hundred and
twenty-seven.


